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About This Game

Last Will is a reverse Escape Room game, where you need to get into the center of a grand old mansion, made by a eccentric
and paranoid old professor.

The player will be tested in all manner of skills like logic, perception, maths, communication, timing and riddles.

The game can be played alone, or in teams of up to 4 players. The mansion is randomly generated each time, and the difficulty
will mold to the player.

The game can be played in ESCAPE ROOM mode with a countdown clock, or in FREE PLAY where you can set your own
pace.

The game has some mild paranormal undertones, without going all out on a horror limb.

Features

Randomly generated mansion and puzzles, for increased replayability.

20+ different puzzle types.

Easy and simple movement and UI, putting the focus on solving the puzzles.
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16 beautiful mansion rooms, with more added over time.

New puzzles, challenges and rooms added bi-weekly.

Work together in 4-player multiplayer.

Flexible hint system makes sure you don't get absolutely stuck.

Enter the mansion alone or invite your friends along for the ride, and solve puzzles together in a team up to 4 players.
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Title: Last Will
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LizardFactory
Publisher:
LizardFactory
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q8400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 1GB / Radeon R7 250X 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Such a depressing game. Nowhere near the level of helldiver.. Can play as a cactus with dynamite.

11/10. Looks great, and my 5 year old is having a blast playing it. I like how it makes math fun for him.. Just to show that I
meant no insult what so ever to Risk, or it's makers, I thought I would show that I do actually own the game and play it on my
laptop when I've no decent internet speed.

I would also add that this is possibly one of the greatest sta\tergy games ever made and I actually spent hours playing the board
game version, (remember them?), whilst sitting on the engine decks of a Challenger Tank waiting to free a small country from a
naughty man so we could all enjoy cheap fuel for the rest of our lives - ( no I didn't get any cheap fuel either but it made some
people, (political dig coming up), millions of dollars to "relive" thier experience of the mind cripplimg events).

Anyway, back to the review and, I must say, if you need a quick injection of thought provocing strategy action this will do
nicely!!. I found the game to be difficult and confusing but not in a good way. Other reviews have stated that the game doesn't
"hold your hand" and that is an understatement. The game tells you almost literally nothing. You get the basic control scheme
and that is pretty much it.

The interface and HUD are a bit clunky. The first puzzle in the game is... well... starting the game. I clicked on "play", selected
my difficulty setting which then disapears and then I sat there for 30 seconds waiting for the game to start before figuring out
that I have to click "play" a 2nd time to get it to go. You are then brought to a small room in zero gravity with some of the
controls listed on the wall and a whole mess of numbers in the corner of the screen. One is a clock that is ticking down to
something and a few other indicators that I still don't know what they all mean. I figured out that one is a health indicator, not
sure about the others. I get that the game is supposed to be hard but some things in a game should be explained, like for
example, what the stuff on your HUD is for and what it means. You also start with a note that simply says "Lab 20" on it (I
assume that is my objective) and perhaps one of the worst flashlights in video game history. The game is very dark and I think
the flashlight makes it worse by putting a large white spot on one side of the screen while also failing to actually light anything.
You also move very slowly. At first I thought it might be an FPS issue, but moving my head and other moving objects are
moving fluidly with no lag soooo I think you just move slowly.

There are also these wierd physics puzzles I guess scattered around. You fly into this yellow circular structure in the wall and
then you have to bounce around like a billard ball into another circle and it teleports you to another room. You have no free
move controls in these puzzles you just aim at the wall and hope that you bounce off it at the right angle to land in the circle.
Prepare to do many of them again and again and again and again just to get to the next room. It isn't really "hard" it is more like
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"frustrating".

The game has potential. The atmosphere of the game is good and the graphics are very nice for an indy title. It just needs a little
bit of polish. I think a little backstory and some more indepth instructions besides "press ? for controls" and welcome to a
defunct space station, now go find lab 20 - would be a big improvement. The developer seems like he is making constant
improvements based on feedback and that is always a good thing.

I have a hard time recomending this game. If you do decide to play it I recomend setting aside a few hours and a pen and paper
(seems to be one of those kinds of games...) to make maps and notes. I might give the game a 2nd chance later when I can do
just that. If that is your cup of tea and you don't mind a bit of inappropriate furstration then give the game a try.
. super fun game with friends, well made and there isnt anything like it in the VR category. wasnt bad. easy achievements.
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A sports game that makes me feel like I don't need to go outside. Doesn't make you self-conscious about not going outside, and
it is a great time waster. 10/10 IGN 2011. I like the ending but the game play itself is a lot of random clicking.. Love this feeling
that actually you can move around the table (or rotate the table to be more precise). Just imagine that you have this game with
AR support and you can adjust your table in living room to a railroad heaven.. Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
6/10 - Not great, but it's hard to find simple TD games that aren't in the fantasy or zombie genre.

PROS:

- No elves or zombies in sight!
- Simple, classic style TD game
- Decent graphics (but not really 16bit style in my opinion)
- Good music and voice acting
- Upgrades are explained well

CONS:
- A bit dull and boring to be honest
- Upgrading is going to take forever
- Doesn't really bring anything new to the TD genre
- It wasn't clear that the screen could be scrolled up and down
- Sometimes trying to call the next wave early pauses the game (WTF?). First of all a potentially interesting fact to those that
don't know it, this game, and also this sequel DLC is pretty much 5 years old. This DLC may have been released on the 16.
March 2015, but it has been produced many many years earlier, and the release of Episode 2 has been prevented by some rights
issues for those past 5 years, so if you rate this sequel episode you should take that into account.

With that being said the DLC simply continues the story the original game from way back then in 2010 couldn't finish. Over the
years the base engine also has got some updates in terms of graphics and the likes.

The strengths and weaknesses are still the same:

+Smooth gameplay once you get the hang of it
+Nice Landscapes and an interesting 'planet'
+Varied ways to fight and different weapons
+Different costumes and the possibility to dress up as other characters

-Rather monotonous enemies
-Clipping and some issues with the ragdolls of the player and enemy
-There are still places where you can leave the map, at times you might even find explorable, though broken secret worlds

-The generic Sollers generic lame kick will stop anything short of a charging T-Rex with mounted Matter\/Antimatter Thrusters
--Your Blade? Every time, unless he forgets to kick the armor piercing blade, which sounds like a perfectly intelligent idea
anyway, and of course the kick will even protect him when you slash the blade in his face
--Your Special Attack? If the Soller triggers the kick in the right moment, you bet! As an added bonus you will even take
damage during your special attack apart from your strongest skill being single feetedly stopped by the most generic copypaste
enemy
--A noot charging at full speed? Of course! Because you know, when an elephant is charging at you, just kick it away
(Okay, joking aside, this block by the generic Soller is just ridiculous. If it happens to annoy you at the weirdest times, switch to
ranged attacks or grabs, or even better jump over the enemy and strike from above, either with normal blade slashs or the slam.
If you go for a speed run, do not just run into these Sollers, jump over them and attack them from above or skip them
completely)

As for the story and the characters, it's a thing of taste I think. I found both okay, though nothing overly special. I'd also prefer a
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different art style but that's just my personal taste as well.

Can I recommend buying it? It's pretty much a no-brainer, if you liked the first part, you'll like this Episode. Even more so when
you knew there would be a sequel and pretty much forgot about it already just to find out it's finally there to finish the
cliffhanger.. I like a games!. ughhhhh.
ughhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
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